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Simple enough to give a child confidence and interesting enough to engage the parental chef, these

kid-friendly recipes and helpful tips introduce the techniques known by every good kosher cook.

Each recipe comes with an equipment list, an ingredient list, and a photo of every scrumptious dish.
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OK - I confess. I bought it to have some kitchen fun with my daughter who is interested in cooking.

But the more I play around with this cookbook, the more suited I find it is for ME - the Dad! I'm really

busy and don't have much time for tedious recipes. These are fast, tasty, and familiar. My daughter

and I have worked on a few of them. She loves those breakfast burritos. I really enjoy the blast from

the past taste of the creamsicle shakes. At any rate, it's a helpful book for a parent/kid team - and I

like it myself for preparing something fast that tastes great. We have Fishbein's other two books and

I really like the kids' book the most.

I'm always surprised at how many people I know have this book. We were given this book as a

present, but I wouldn't recommend it. With that said, it does have some positive aspects. I like the

intro that simplifies keeping a kosher kitchen. The photos are also fun and colorful and my kids

(ages 3 & 5) love to look through this book and it does get them excited about cooking. My biggest

complaint about this book is that the recipes are so unhealthy! I wouldn't want my kids eating or



cooking with most of the ingredients. Having fun with your kids in the kitchen is a great way to teach

them about nutrition with out them knowing it, and this book totally misses this point. For example,

she has you cooking with hot dogs and jars baby food! If that doesn't bother you, you may like this

book. If you care about your child's health and want to have fun with your kids in the kitchen I

recommend Julie Negrin's or Mollie Katzen's books.

We bought this cookbook because we are big fans of the the two previous Kosher By Design

cookbooks. This is our favorite! It's fast, easy and interesting. So far we've loved the choc chip

crunch cookies and the carrot muffins. Everything else looks easy and delicious. Great kosher

recipes for the whole family!

I take this cookbook with me when I travel to see my great nieces and nephews, they open this

book immediately (they span ages 3 thru 9) and begin picking out what we will make during my stay.

The ingredients are not hard to pull together, the recipes are so easy to follow and the result is

always very tasty. The smallest kids can make the deli faces or stir the tomato alphabet soup, the

older kids have their standby favorites including Juicy Hamburgers, Macaroni & Cheese, Zesty

Chicken and hot chocolate. Even better, they are learning that cooking is so much better and more

satisfying than out of a box or bottle. I plan to give these as a present when they are older and

continue to purchase and gift to the children of friends...after we (the child and I) choose something

and cook it for their family. It's a gift that really lasts.

adorable recipes for grandmas and grandkids to do together. they are very simple and use many

ingredients that are already on hand. I have purchased four of these - one is for my household so

that I can confer talk with the kids about what we're ;making next and what ingredients I need. so

far, we have made half-sour pickles, pumpkin custard and my granddaughter at her house has

made delicious banana blueberry bread. the pictures are gorgeous. my only complaint is I wish

there were more recipes.

I have purchased several copies of the "KBD Kids in the Kitchen" cookbook over the years. Aside

from my own copy, I gifted each of my married daughters and daughters-in-law in turn. The recipes

are wonderful and easy to prepare, the photos are stunning and, best of all, you do not have to be a

kid to appreciate it! I highly recommend it to anyone, child or adult, who enjoys simple, fool-proof

recipes that are ready in no time.



I bought Kosher by Design Kids in the Kitchen for my grandchildren. They just love helping their

mom in the Kitchen. Since they received this book, they've made brownies and cupcakes. They

sent me samples of the delicasies that they made on their own. One of the best gifts that I got for

them! The book came in excellent condition and it was signed by the author, Susie Fishbein.

This is a beautiful cookbook and my daughter loves it. However, when I let my two kids bake alone

for the first time they made a bad choice. The Oatmeal Raisinette Cookies recipe calls for 2 and 1/2

sticks of butter and only 1 egg, 1 and 1/2 cups of flour, and 3/4 cup of oatmeal. My kids were

obviously not experienced enough to realize that the amount of butter is way out of proportion, so

their "cookies" melted all over the oven. Needless to say, I'm disappointed that the book wasn't

more carefully edited. I won't let them use this book again unless I examine the recipe carefully first

myself.
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